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	Plastic Analysis and Design of Steel Structures, 9780750682985 (0750682981), Butterworth-Heinemann, 2008
Simple introduction to plastic analysis of complex steel structures     

       The plastic analysis method has been used extensively by engineers for designing steel structures. Simpler structures can be analyzed using the basic virtual work formulation, but more complex frames are evaluated with specialist computer software. This new book sets out a method for carrying out plastic analysis of complex structures without the need for specialist tools.

The book provides an introduction to the use of linear programming techniques for plastic analysis. This powerful and advanced method for plastic analysis is important in an automated computational environment, in particular for non-linear structural analysis.

A detailed comparison between the design codes for the United States and Australia and the emerging European Eurocodes enables practising engineers to understand the issues involved in plastic design procedures and the limitations imposed by this design method.

* Covers latest research in plastic analysis and analytical tools
* Introduces new successive approximation method for calculating collapse loads
* Programming guide for using spreadsheet tools for plastic analysis
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Sql: Learn Basics of Queries and Implement Easily (sql programming, SQL 2016, sql database programming, sql for beginners, sql beginners guide, sql ... sql workbook,sql guide,MSSQL) (Volume 1)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	SQL is a standard language for getting to and controlling databases. What is SQL? SQL remains for Structured Query Language SQL gives you a chance to get to and control databases SQL is an ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standard What Can SQL do? SQL can execute queries against a database SQL can get data from a database SQL can...


		

Understanding Renewable Energy SystemsEarthscan, 2005
* Provides technical details on different renewable energy systems plus background information on climate change and related economics
* Contains free CD-ROM, including simulation software and figures from the book
* Ideal as a student text, including worked examples

Beginning with an overview of renewables (including biomass,...

		

Biz-War and the Out-of-Power Elite: The Progressive-Left Attack on the CorporationLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
It is the argument of this book that the contemporary Progressive movement in the United States, designed to replace the Liberalism whose demise was the object and accomplishment of the Reagan Revolution, is the product of a series of strategic experiments and decisions by activists in organized labor, in the environmental and human rights...




	

Quicken 2009 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
If just thinking about financial management gives you a headache, personal finance software is better than aspirin. Quicken is tops, and Quicken 2009 For Dummies is the quickest and easiest way to put it to work.
    Here’s the plain-English guide to using the newest update of the nation’s leading personal finance software....


		

Expert Podcasting Practices For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Revealed — the secrets to producing professional podcasts!   

   Record like a pro, build an audience, and maybe even generate some revenue   

   If you're ready to take your podcasting passion to the next level, you've picked up the right book. Here's what you need to know to create...


		

Using Mac OS X Lion Server: Managing Mac Services at Home and OfficeO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		People often ask me if I think Apple is a company that knows how to make a good
	
		server. My answer is usually a little longer than what those people probably had in
	
		mind. Tim Berners-Lee wrote the first web server in 1989 on a computer running the
	
		NeXTSTEP operating system. At the time, NeXTSTEP was a fledgling,...
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